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Surface modification of steel by plasma N-quench
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The steel used for machine components is treated with surface hardening

(Carburizing and gas nitriding) in order to improve wear resistance and fatigue

strength. However, they have some disadvantage. In carburizing, deformation is

occurred after treatment and this process emits greenhouse effect gas owing to using

carbon gas. In nitriding, treating time is long. Nitrogen infiltrating and quenching,

which is named “N-quench” has many good properties. In this treatment, specimen is

quenched after the nitrogen is infiltrated and diffused about 1000K or more in Fe-N

austenite phase, so the distortion is lower than carburizing, and the treating time is

shorter than nitriding. However, N-quench uses NH

3

, which is not safety for human.

In this study, novel heat treatment process “plasma N-quench” which applies plasma

to activate the nitrogen for infiltrating instead of the NH

3

 is examined. The nitrogen

concentration of surface is increased with increasing the nitrogen pressures in

vacuum chamber, because the active nitrogen increased with increasing the nitrogen

pressure. The surface hardness increased with the increased nitrogen pressures

owing to the increased-nitrogen concentration at the steel surface. The voids are

observed at high nitrogen concentration after nitrogen infiltration, and the voids

decrease the mechanical properties such as fatigue strength. The maximum nitrogen

concentration without void formation in plasma N-quench is higher than N-quench,

which used NH

3

. The specimen treated by N-quench is infiltrated with nitrogen and

also hydrogen, but the specimen treated by plasma N-quench contains only nitrogen.

Thus, the void is reduced owing to less amount of entering molecules in the specimen

treated by plasma N-quench.
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